Abstract-Although airspace congestion is becoming more and more serious with the increase of the air traffic flow, there have been still no mature and effective methods and models developed for measuring the uncertainty of the air traffic flow, so that the air traffic prediction is lack of accuracy. Thus, in this paper we extract the numerical characteristics of the random variables during the flight process, and then establish the probability density functions and en-route sector demand prediction model based on the probability distributions. Through comparing the actual operation data and the prediction data of the aircraft, the variation of the sector traffic flow demand and its probability can be obtained based on the model proposed in the paper. The model in this paper remedies the insufficiency of the traditional flow prediction methods which merely provide static prediction results, and thus can be a useful decision support tool for the air traffic flow managers to dynamically know about the sector traffic demand and its accuracy in the future.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the air transportation in China, the air traffic demand is increasing. Due to be lack of mature air traffic demand prediction measuring mechanism and methods, the air traffic management system in China cannot meet the need of the air traffic flow growth. According to such continuously changeable air traffic demand, it is necessary to establish tactic and pre-tactic air traffic demand prediction model and methodology as the basis of the scientific air traffic flow management, which is important for high efficient and safe air transportation in China.
Traditional traffic demand prediction methods contain strategic and tactic prediction. The strategic prediction of the traffic demands includes the method based on linear system theory [1] , [2] , the intelligent model prediction methods based on knowledge discovery [3] , [4] , the methods based on nonlinear system theory [5] - [7] and the combinational methods. The tactic prediction of the traffic demands calculates the aircraft count in each time interval through forecasting the trajectory [8] . All the methods above are focusing on the deterministic traffic demand prediction, ignoring the influence of the stochastic flight process to the  Manuscript received November 14, 2014; revised August 22, 2015. Wen Tian, Ying Zhang, and Yinfeng Li are with College of Civil Aviation, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics Nanjing, China (e-mail: tianwen0665@qq.com, yoyozhying@163.com, li070320217@126.com).
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traffic demand prediction. Thus, the traditional traffic demand prediction methodology cannot match the need of the air traffic flow management in practical operation.
Consequently, numerous efforts are under way to incorporate uncertainty explicitly into air traffic demand prediction these years. Meyn [9] considers that merely depending on the forecast traffic demands utilizing the position of individual aircraft from deterministic perspective cannot realize the overall air traffic demand prediction which is based upon all of the aircraft. According to the uncertain influence of the traditional trajectory prediction to the flow prediction, Sandip [10] points out that the uncertainty and complexity is inherent in the traffic flow prediction, and established the aggregated dynamic stochastic model based on the Poisson distribution. Wanke [11] , [12] researches the traffic demand uncertainty in sectors, and analyzes the main factors affecting the demand prediction. Chatterji [13] measures the uncertainty of the sector traffic demand prediction based on the stochastic departure time. Most of these researches don not provide complete measuring models and methods of the sector traffic demand uncertainty, and thus it is difficult to forecast possible changes and their possibilities of the air traffic flow in the sectors at longer look-ahead time (LAT), which causes inaccuracy of the present-day traffic flow prediction. Consequently, in order to provide more practical strategies for the decision support of the air traffic flow management, it is necessary to establish probabilistic sector demand prediction model to measure the uncertainty of the traffic demand in the sectors at LAT.
In this paper, according to the stochastic characteristics of the aircraft flight process in the sectors, we analyze the sector entry time, flight time and exit time of the aircraft, establish the probabilistic sector demand prediction model, and exact the numerical characteristics' of the random variables of the aircraft during the flight process based on the real flight data and prediction data. Through combining such characteristics with the model, we obtain the probabilistic distribution and its variation rules of the sector air traffic demand at certain LAT.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
For the sake of convenience, the 4 dimensional spaces (three dimension space, one dimension time) is simplified into 2 dimensional network model, including airspace, airports, route points, sectors and routes. The whole airspace is divided into two kinds of airspace: objective airspace and non-objective airspace. The airspace containing objective airports is the objective airspace, and is composed of several sectors. The airspace containing the other airports is the non-objective airspace as a whole. An aircraft takes off from the departure airport, passing by the route points, entering and exiting the sectors, finally landing on the objective airport. The whole flight process represented by solid lines is approximated as the straight flight from one point to the next, while the real flight process of the aircraft trajectory is represented by dashed lines in the figure.
In the practical operation, traffic demand uncertainties arise from many sources: flight cancellations, departure time changes, and initiation of previously unscheduled flights, uncertainties in wind forecasting and aircraft performance modeling, and unforeseen changes in flight route and cruising altitude due to weather and air traffic control intervention. Such factors above cause the aircraft real flight trajectory deviating from the ideal straight line flight from one point to the next, which initiating the flight time and position of the aircraft are unpredictable. Such unpredictability means that the sector entry time and exit time of the aircraft is stochastic, the sector occupied time of the aircraft is probabilistic, and such time follows a certain probabilistic distribution (Fig. 1) . Therefore, the predicted airspace traffic demand based upon sector entry, exit and occupied time is probabilistic. In this paper, through analyzing the stochastic characteristics of three main factors-sector entry, exit and occupied time, we establish the probabilistic sector demand prediction model. Based upon the practical operation data and prediction data, we calculate the numerical characteristics of several random variables, and obtain the sector traffic demand probabilistic distribution and its variation rules at certain LAT.
III. MATHEMATIC MODEL

A. Parameters
  is the output of the experiment  ;  T is the objective time interval of the traffic demand prediction;  F is the set of aircraft, aircraft
the total count of all the aircraft;  A is the set of airports outside the objective airspace, airport
N is the total count of such airports;  B is the set of airports inside the objective airspace, airport
N is the total count of such airports;  C is the set of route points inside the objective airspace,
is the distance between to points (k,l C), and 
; 
, where n is the total times of aircraft i f arriving to k, n(x) is the total times
For the given delay time x, the probability density
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function of
, where n is the total times of aircraft 
2) Stochastic character of departure time
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3) Stochastic character of flight time
 is a "sample space", (Fig. 3) 
The expected value of the Bernoulli random variable z is computed:
z is also ergodic. The temporal mean of z is equal to the expected value
Thus, the following equivalence is given:
Consequently, the time of aircraft
Through variable substitution, the probability density function of the arrival time from (Fig. 4) . 
IV. CASE STUDY
A. Data Statistic
According to the operation data of Guangzhou area in the 4 th week of Oct. 2009, there are 3946 flights flying into and out of sector AC05 during the whole day. The delay time of every route point submitted to normal distribution, the mean  and deviation  are as follows: 
B. Experiment Result and Analysis
According to the probabilistic sector demand prediction model and the delay time parameters and operation data of 3946 flights at 9:00-11:00 on 10/25/2009, the probabilistic demand distribution of sector AC05 can be calculated. In Fig. 5 , the aircraft count and its changing rules with different time and different MAPs at a certain LAT (30min) shows that at the same time, with the increase of MAP, the probability corresponding to the count of the aircraft is decreased (for example, the probability of aircraft count  1 at 10:00 is 99%,  2 is 99%,  3 is 98%,  4 is 97%,  5 is 92%,  6 is 82%). That is to say, the count of the aircraft in a sector at the same is impossibly increasing unlimitedly. With the prediction count increasing, the corresponding possibility may decrease. For the same MAP, the probability corresponding to some aircraft counts in the sector at different time will be increasing with time increasing, and decreasing down after the peak value with time increasing (for example, the probability of aircraft count  5 is 0.1% at 9:30, 10.0% at 10:00, 80.2% at 10:30, 61.6% at 11:00). That is to say, with the prediction time far away from present time, the aircraft count and its probability will be at peak at 10:30, then decrease down. Thus, MAP and prediction time are both important factors affecting the sector traffic demand prediction. The probability distribution of aircraft count at 10:00 in sector AC05 at different LATs is in Table II . For the same MAP, with the increase of the LAT, the probability that aircraft count is more than MAP is more and more. Thus, LAT is also relative for the sector traffic demand prediction. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
According to the stochastic characteristics during the aircraft flight process in the sector, we exact the main factors effecting the demand prediction, analyze the sector entry time, exit time and flight time, and establish the probabilistic sector traffic demand prediction model. Based upon the practical operation data, we calculate the numerical characteristics of the random variables during the flight process. Then, with the probabilistic sector demand prediction model, we obtain the probability distribution and its variation rules, and measure the uncertainty of the air traffic demand prediction. In the future research, we hope to Theory and Engineering, Vol. 8, No. 6, December 2016 analyze the influence of the different uncertain factors during the aircraft flight process from more microscopic perspective to realize the uncertainty measuring based upon the more complete and reliable data.
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